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We point out tha-t Bely's approximation for exchange in 
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Ths interpretation of complex spectra of highly ionized heavy atoms in 

thermonuclear plasmas - which, are neither in a state of Local thermodynamic 

Equilibrium Q.TE), nor in Coronal Equilibrium (CE) requires the computation 

of energy level populations. These.in turn, depend on a very great number (of 

the order of the square of the number of energy levels in the relevant range) 

of rate coefficients for the excitations by inelastic electronic collisions 

(Klapisch et al (.1978), Harrison (1978)). In that case it is not realistic 

to use the accurate methods and programs available (.Burke (.1975), Seaton (1974), 

Robb (1979). On the other hand, it is not necessary, since the experimental determin

ation of spectral line intensities is not very accurate. 

This is why simple and sensible approximations are of great interest. 

Such, approximations do exist fox allowed Cdipole) transitions (Van Regemorter 

(1962)). However, many collisional transitions are allowed only by the exchange 

term. In LS coupling, they are àtyQ transitions. In jj coupling, they are 

those transitions where there is no À Cmultipole order) which satisfies both 

the triangular inequalities with the individual j's and the resulting J's, and 

the parity conservation rule C««g- Is - ls2p, J=0). It is more difficult to 

find approximations for exchange, since bound and free electrons do not decouple 

simply in this case, and the sum over A may involve quite high values of the latter. 

Bel} (1967) (hereafter Bl) found an approximative formula where \ does not 

appear explicitly, and where the radial integral is just an overlap between the 

wavefunctions, making the computations much simpler, while keeping apparently 

the dependence on the quantum numbers I and L. This approximation was used 

subsequently with fair success (Bely (1968), Riley and Truhlar (ly"S), Nakasaki 

and Hashino (1979)). 



Bely claims ho uses a variational principle on a special class of 

trial continuum wavefunctions involving a Laplacian operator, but his argument 

is cumbersome. t(e endeavoured to formulate a relativistic counterpart of his 

result suitable for highly ionized heavy atoms, and found it is not a trivial 

matter. 

In this letter, we report a physical interpretation of Bely's formula 

which allows to find its relativistic equivalent and to analyze the approximation, 

very- simply. The result of Bely for the R-matrix of a one electron atom is : 

MUX^- v*c*M?* (o o o) ù I o) co with. 

and 

4<j and li are the quantum numbers of the free incoming and outgoing electrons, 

and U, is the ionisation potential of the excited configuration. 

Mow, we remark that l R r r is identical to the exchange matrix element of 

the contact interaction, which we write as 

with. 

CBrink and Satchler Q-968). referred to as BS, pl03). 

It is multiplied by a normalization factor which ensures conservation of 

energy. The elements of the S interaction assume the simple form (eq. (1)3 

because the radial multipole integrals R turn out to be proportional to R°, 
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so that the sum over X can be carried out by using a well known sum rule CBSpl41). 

Our remark should not be surprising, since the Laplacian operator introduced by 

Bely in his variational wavefunction has precisely this effect 

Csee eqCS) of Bl). What. Bely is actually doing is then keeping the original 

distorted waves functions, but approximating the transitional Haniltonian. 

Nuclear physics textbooks [Talmi and de Shalit (1969)) usually give the 

matrix elements of the & interaction within a jj configuration where the direct 

and exchange contributions cancel except for singlets. As far as we are aware, 

no formula for the exchange alone, between configurations, was reported. In 

our case, the direct contribution can be computed more accurately in other ways. 

The jj analog of the exchange matrix element of the S operator for a one electron 

atom can be written as the following sum: 

the last factor, specifying the parity of A is necessary since, contrarily 

to the non relativistic case, the parity of X is not limited by the 3j symbols. 
We now have two sums. The one involving (-1) 0 + 1 + is obtained straightforwardly 

by using the previously mentioned identity (BSpl41). For the other one, we 



introduce the necessary phase factor by changing the signs of the lower row 
of one of the 3; symbols. After some simple manipulations (see BS pl39), we 
obtain: 

%UX J ) a -icuU^ (* V») (t £ • )> 

where P and Q and F and G are respectively the large and small radial 

components of the relativistic wavefunctions for bound and free electrons. 

The 6 operator, being a sum of scalar products, is a zero-rank, two-particule-

operator, like the true Hamiltonian. Thus, the dependence on the quantum numbers 

; and J is correct. It can be shown that the most general matrix element of 

exchange involving two ox more open shells can be written with a 12 j symbol: 

<*A. £w.̂  JI«A> *i*t l ^ ^ k t . j T k T ) jT«^ ' ) r x Tr> 

T* f<!. J.' 3"' T T 1 

x z c-ir cri J T. a; £ j . y XQ.I ^ l r) 
~ l T 4 ^ T" J 
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It is also a simple matter to coapute these matrix elements in other coupling 

schemes, for instance ji, which corresponds to considering relativistic bound 

electrons and nonrelativistic free electrons. 

The basic fact that makes the S interaction easier to compute than the 

true Hamiltonian is the simple relationship between the different radial multipole 

integrals R' = C2X+1JR0, (eq. 2) which allows \ to be summed over. 

However, for the true Coulomb interaction, the radial integrals decrease 

with X, instead of increasing. Thus this approximation gives too much weight 

to high X values, i.e. to high i. Cor j) partial waves, and this explains why 

this approximation is not good near threshold, where only low I waves are known 

to contribute. One could think of disposing of \ by introducing some other siaple 

relationship between integrals decreasing with A for instance R - ~2\+ï R" -

However, there is no simple sum rule in this case and for the time being we feel 

that Bely has found the only simple approximation that sums up in closed form. 

However, we continue working on this problem. 
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